$8

This sweet, soft,
little strawberry
is the perfect
toy to curl up with
after an exhausting day
of digging in the garden.
licksandgiggles
boutique.com

$5

$6

Squirrels are an acquired

taste, and you can make
sure this one appeals to your
dog’s unique standards by
making it yourself. Ensure
the amount of stuffing is up
to snuff and that it crinkles
or squeaks just the way your
dog likes it. dogstuff.com

$4

Cute and curly, these soft, stuffed
animals will keep your small dog
or puppy entertained for hours!
Whether snuggling up with their
Mini Curly for a nap or trying
to tear it to pieces, little dogs
will love these adorable toys.
animaloutfittersonline.com

$10

Carry poop handsfree with the Porta-Poo. It clips to
your leash to hold
the bag, so you
don’t have to.
portapoo.com

$7

Perfect for picky eaters,
this all-natural, all-fish
treat is tasty and nutritious, plus a portion
of online purchases is
donated to the Lange
Foundation, a no-kill
shelter that runs purely on
donations.
salmonpaws.com

Orbee-Tuff’s stuffable
Raspberry is a “berry”
good chew toy for small
chompers. planetdog.com
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Great Dog Stuff:
$10or Less
In fashion-friendly blue, green, or
red, the Handi Treat makes it easy
to keep a supply of snacks close at
hand. Keep treats fresh and clean
and easily reward good behaviour
with its unique squeeze design.
doggievogue.com

$10

$5

Pocket a Squishy Pet
Bowl for on-the-go drinks

or kibble. Available in three
sizes. guyotdesigns.com

$10

Team Jacob. So maybe Edward’s got
those dreamy vampire eyes and that
glittery skin thing going on, but there’s
a lot to be said for Jacob as well.
Besides his ripped abs and tendency
toward shirtless-ness, there’s the
fact that dogs probably identify more
with Jacob’s wolfy side than Edward’s
vampire-tendency to attack animals
and suck out all their blood. Don’t
worry, though, if your dog’s Team
Edward, they’ve got a shirt for that,
too. purecountrypetboutique.com

$10

Finally. An English major/dog lover’s
dream: a whole deck of genius literary
luminaries (or at least, their puppy
counterparts), cleverly and carefully
drawn with charming biographies
listing all their best works (Scents and
Sensibilities; The Tell Tale Heart Worm).
chetart.etsy.com
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